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All Critics (188) | Top Critics (62) | Fresh (140) | Corrupt (48) Viewing All Critical Reviews (188) in February 2009, Michael Moore issued an appeal to people who worked for Wall Street or in the financial industry to share first-hand information, asking, 'Be a hero and help me expose the biggest screw in
American history'. He discovered the social costs of corporate interests seeking profits at the expense of the public interest. Michael Moore's capitalism: A love story comes home to the fact that he's been investigating throughout his career: the catastrophic impact of corporate dominance on the daily lives
of Americans (and by default, the rest of the world). But this time the culprit is much larger than General Motors and the crime scene is far wider than flint, Michigan. From Middle America, to power halls in Washington, to the World Financial Center in Manhattan, Michael Moore will once again take the film
to uncharted territory. Both with humor and anger, Michael Moore's capitalism: A love story explores a taboo question: What is the price america pays for its love of capitalism? Years ago, that love seemed so innocent. But today the American dream looks more like a nightmare as families pay the price
with their jobs, homes and savings. Moore is bringing us to the homes of ordinary people whose lives have been turned upside down; What he finds very familiar signs of a misguided love affair is lies, abuse, betrayal... And 14,000 jobs are lost every day. Capitalism: A love story is both the culmination of
Moore's earlier works and a look at what a more hopeful future could look like. This is Michael Moore's final attempt to answer a question he has posed throughout his brilliant film career: Who are we and why are we behaving like this? Joining Michael Moore's capitalist conversation: The love story brings
home a theme that has been explored throughout his career: the catastrophic impact of corporate dominance on everyday American lives (and by default the rest of the world). But this time the culprit is much bigger than General Motors and the scene is much bigger than Flint, Michigan. Central America,
power halls in Washington, the world's financial center in Manhattan, Michael Moore once again has more viewers on uncharted territory. With humor and anger, Michael Moore's capitalism: A love story explores a taboo question: What is the price paid by America for their love of capitalism? Years ago



love seemed so innocent. But today the American dream is more like a nightmare, and families pay the price with their jobs, their homes and their savings. Moore is bringing us to the homes of ordinary people whose lives have been upside down, looking for explanations in Washington, D.C., and
elsewhere. What symptoms are all too familiar of lost love: lies, betrayal, abuse, ... And Jobs are lost every day. Capitalism: A love story is both the culmination of Moore's earlier works and a look at what a more promising future could look like. This is Michael Moore's final attempt, to answer a question
posed about his brilliant film career: Who are we and why are we behaving? From around the web Michael Moore returns to controversial territory with this documentary, examining the events that led to the latest global financial crisis, while indicting the current economic order in America and clander
capitalism as a whole. Covered topics include Wall Street's casino mentality, lucrative prisons, Goldman Sachs' influence in Washington, D.C. C, the poverty-level wages of many workers, the big wave of home foreclosures, corporate-owned life insurance and the consequences of runaway greed noted. 4
wins &amp; 14 nominations. See More Awards » More Information Editing Capitalism: A Love Story explores the impact of corporate dominance on everyday American lives (and by default, the rest of the world). The film moves from Middle America, to power halls in Washington, to the World Financial
Center in Manhattan. Both humorously and furiously, the film explores the question: What does America cost for its love of capitalism? Families pay the price with their jobs, homes and savings. Moore goes to the homes of ordinary people whose lives have been turned upside down; What he finds very
familiar signs of a misguided love affair is lies, abuse, betrayal... And 14,000 jobs are lost every day. Capitalism: It also offers a love story about what a more promising future can look like. Who are we and why are we behaving like this? Posted by Overture Videos Sketch Summary | Documentary
Synopth | Crime | History | News Certificate: 6 | See all the certificates » Parent's Guide: View Content Advice » Edited in media interviews, Michael Moore has announced that this is a documentary he is most proud of. See more » Moore mentions emails written by Citigroup to his wealthy clients and
claims the emails say America is no longer a democracy; none of the emails actually say so. See more » Michael Moore: Do you have any advice for me? Wall Street Professional: No more movies. See more » Il Bidon Music by Nino Rota courtesy of CAM S.R.L. See more » User Reviews Editing Michael
Moore English Official Website | Russian | Spanish Release Date: 12 November 2009 (Germany) See more » Also known as: Kapitalismus: Eine Liebesgeschichte See More » Chevrolet Plants, Flint, Michigan, USA More » Budget Edit:$20,000,000 (Estimate) Opening Weekend USA: $231,964, 27
September 2009 Gross USA: $14,363,397 Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $17,436,509 More views on IMDbPro » Overture Videos, Paramount Vantage , See More Vinestein Company » Running Time: 127 Minutes | 105 min Aspect ratio: 1.85: 1 full technical view » Capitalism: A Love Story is a
documentary by director Michael Moore that focuses on the financial crisis of the late 20s. Social spending prioritizes corporate interests and profits at the expense of the public interest. Among the issues discussed are wall street casino mentality, bankers' influence in Washington, D.C., large volumes of
home re-burial, corporate-owned life insurance, private prisons 'for profit', poverty-level wages, and consequences of greed. Capitalism: A love story explores the impact of corporate dominance on everyday American lives. Full of humor and anger, the film explores the question: What does America pay
for its love of capitalism? Families pay the price with their jobs, homes and savings. Michael Moore goes to ordinary people's homes whose lives have been thrown into chaos; and he goes looking for explanations in Washington, D.C., and anywhere else he can find one. What Moore discovers sounds too
familiar since a love affair has gone wrong: lies, abuse, betrayal and how 14,000 citizens become unemployed every day. The film also offers how we can shape a future that looks brighter. Who we are and why we behave. 4.09 4.09
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